
Sunday morning in Cape Town...still bright and sunny...not quite braai weather yet but a whole lot better than in 
England.  Am I glad to be in the sun...or what? 
 
Now...let’s say a few words about Cricket.  It’s sad to see Australia struggle.  It’s such a shame to see such a nice 
understated guy like Ricky Ponting out first ball and quite embarrassing to see a really self effacing person like Kevin 
Pietersen get a double century.  I am in cricket heaven. 
 
FIFA can put their World Cup where the monkey put its nuts….and I’m sure US and Aussie readers will agree...and we 
won’t need to vote on that proposition either. 
 
The book continues to grow with sections on e-auctions and online bidding and I’m adding scripts to the text so that 
people will be able to find some nice negotiation turns of phrase to use. 
 
The omnibus tips will be published in the New Year...500 Negotiation Tips and 500 Sales Tips.  I’ll give people more 
info when it’s finalised. 
 
One more week before we take a Christmas break.  We’ll wrap up the year next Sunday and then like most of South 
Africa disappear until the end of January. 
 
 
Enjoy your week... 
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Value creating reading for business professionals 

December 5th 2010 

This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

Polished off Series 3 of Entourage this week.  Hired it from a local store and then copied it.  That’s rather cheaper than 

buying the DVD in the shops. 

I’ve now found a reasonable shipping agent if any SA people are looking for some help with importing material.  The 

ship docks tomorrow and we should have our stuff by the end of the week. 

Finally got going on updating the website and we’ll have news on that in a couple of weeks.  I’ve got a good website 

person if anyone needs some help on creating/maintaining a site.  They’re in Cape Town but I’ve never met them and 

we do all our business on Skype. 

 

 

(12-02) 19:54 PST Martinsville, Ind. (AP) -- 

Police say an Indiana man was arrested after mistakenly sending text messages to a prosecutor about drugs he was 

trying to sell. 

The Herald-Times of Bloomington reports that the 26-year-old Martinsville man sent messages last month to deputy 

prosecutor Courtney Swank on her department-issued cell phone. 

They read "Roxy twenties fifteen" and "Hey buddy just wonderin if you needed any fortys." 

Police tell the newspaper the wording refers to oxycodone and other prescription drugs. 

The man is charged with dealing in a controlled substance, possession of a controlled substance and public 

intoxication. 
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Amateurs and Pros 

I’ll develop last week’s them about why people buy things. 
 
People do indeed buy things when they have a level of unhappiness or dissatisfaction. The 
difference is between whether they’re professional buyers or domestic buyers. 
 
Professional buyers tend to know what their business requires and therefore buy on a series 
of “needs”.   
 
Domestic buyers do often have these same “needs” but they are also more guided by 
“wants”. 
 
When I’m selling in business I’m much more focussed on benefits...at a dometic level 
features are more of an issue.  A pro buyer is guided by a fit for purpose ethic...or at least 
they should be.  When we’re at home the colour of an item and its size become more 
important whereas in business some of these elements tend to take second place to the total 
value proposition. 
 
So the point is this...know your buyers and understand what the drivers are that lead to 
positive decisions.  Are they guided by “needs” or “wants” and how important are features in 
the decision process? 
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Not every commercial deal can be done.  Sometimes...no matter how much discussion takes 
place there is just no overlap on interests between the two parties. 
 
This overlap is often known as the ZOPA...zone of possible agreement...and unless you’re 
negotiating in the zone there’s no deal. 
 
Let’s take a simple example.  You have a budget limit as a buyer of $1 million and the seller says 
that their final position is $1.1 million and despite thorough analysis there’s just no overlap.  
So...no deal. 
 
It doesn’t necessarily mean that because price targets don’t overlap there’s a walk away...but 
unless there’s some extreme flexibility on the variables of the deal...then the chance of a walk 
away is much higher. 
 
Always have your range of numbers ready and be aware that the other party also has ranges and 
it’s the overlap of interests...the Zone...that creates the platform for the deal. 
  


